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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this writing is to:
I. to clarify and give odded meaning to the recital which is
being presented partially in place of a master's thesis
2. to give expression to those studies which the author feels are
most helpful in strengthening him In his teaching.
The poper will consequently consist of four sections; one will deal
with the vocal mechanism which should be thoroughly understood by every
vocal teacher, whether he may work with young teen-agers or college students. The next two sections will cover the development of vocal pedagogy
and the evolution of the art song. The last section will be concerned with
a discussion of the numbers performed at the recital. Since the previous
chapter on the art song already covers most of the composers, the d iscussion
of the recital numbers will pertain mostly to an analysis of the difficulties
encountered by the performer and his response to the various songs.
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THE VOCAL MECHANISM
The voice has often bee n referred to as the queen of instruments,

Instrument

makers have tried to approximate the human sound. The flute is a favorite of some
because of its song- 1ike quality; the clarinet is cherished because its range Is
sim ila r to that of the female voice. Organs have been equipped with a vox humana
stop , Yet it Is at the same time the most abused of all instruments, It Is easy to
use; the results of its mistreatment may not shaw ror many years. However, any
we ll trained vocalist will attest to the fact that it is as difficult to master as any of
the more challenging Instruments,

It would thus be worthwh ile to e xamine some of its phys iological processes.
Singing as speech, consists basically of four functions; resp irat ions, phonation, resonance, closely linked with the formation of vowles, and art iculation which deals
most ly with consonants, These four functions will be discussed in the following pages,
Respirat ion,
Respiration is a complex phys iological process. It may be categorized
Into three types of breathing: chest, rib and diaphragmatic or abdominal, The
firSt shou ld be deemphasized.
Chest breath lng is the kind used by a person who Is "out of breath."
Used in combination with other methods it is justified in that it prevents an accumulat ion of carbon dioxide in the top of the lungs, Such breathing should, however,
be restricted to emergency situat ions 1 such a$ between songs that requIre great
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respiratory demands. Generally movement in the upper part of the thorax
should be avoided. Besides limiting the air intake and creating bad appearance,
chest breathing can easily lead to muscular tension In the throat, since the
muscles that raise the breastbone are attached at the top of the neck. This again
will create uncles ired results.
One should form the habit of raising the chest comfortably1 not excessively, relaxing the shoulders and letting them go back down. This should be
maintained all through the song, while breathing Is a matter of expansion and contract ion at the bottom of the lungs, that is, at the d laphragm • (26, p • 19)
Costal or rib breathing is characterized by the sideward expansion of the
ribs. Between the ribs are two sets of musc les. which, because of their location,
are called the intercostals. The external intercostals pull upward in such a manner
as to lift the rib cage, each pulling up toward the one above. The intercostals
run diagonally and the interna ls are at right angles to the externals. The internal
intercostals were thought at one time to reverse the action of the externals, and
lower the ribs. If this Is the case, then the two sets of muscles account for costal
breathing all by themselves.
However, the question Is debated, and there are authorities who think
the intercostals cooperate in raising the ribs, and that ne ither set has any part in
expiration. The only other muscles In the thorax which could lower the ribs are
the transversus thoracis muscles which attach to the bock of the breast -bone and
pull down on the six uppermost ribs, inside. These are hardly enough to do the
job alone, sa It is quite probable that we depend upon our abdominal muscles to
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pull the ribs down after they are raised, Thus it is loglc:al that c:ostal breathing
should be c:oordinoted with a deeper type of respiration, diaphragmatic:obdomlnal breathing. (26, p , 19)
The third type of breathing is diaphragmatic:, or abdominal,

~o - c:alled

bec:ause ac:tion is centered on these musc:les. The diaphragm is a large dome shaped muscle that forms the floor of the thorax, It separates the upper c:hest
c:avity from the abdominal c:avity. Normally It is arc:hed rather high in its
re laxed position, and when it t ighte ns it tends to flatten. Thus when the diaphragm
exerts itself, the c:apac:ity of the air chamber is coordinated with the expanding of
the ribs, to which It Is attached at its circumference. This might tend to have
people believe that to breathe diaphragmatically one must breathe low. That is
in e rror. The abdomen remains flrm, but e lastic. Any abdominal expansion or
move ment should come as a sympathetic response to diaphragmatic action. The
fee l of expansion should be mostly in the back and beneath the floating ribs,
The task which the breathing mechanism has to carry out is quite formid able, The daily power output would be sufficient to lift an average person
approximately 200 meters (about 600 feet). The breath also passes the various
air passages with astonishing swiftness. With normal inhalation It reaches a speed
of 15 kilometers per hour f<ph) at the vocal bands, 4 1/2 kph. in the trachea and
2 1/2 kph. In th: bronchial tubes. When coughing it increases enormously. At
the vocal bands It reaches then a speed of 300 khp., and 100 kph. in the trachea
and approximately 50 kph. in the bronchial tubes. (19, p. 60)
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Normal inhalation capacity of men varies from 2.9 liters to 4.1 liters,
depending on the body size. For women it is slightly less. It can be increased
through exerciae. While the normal intake of a person nat engaged in regular
physical activity is about 3.3 liters, a trombone player has been observed to
inhale 6.5 liten with a deep breath. One liter is slightly mare than a liquid
quart. The heavy athlete, the boxer and weight lifter, may increase his capacity
from 3350 com to 3950 com, a person active in gymnastics may reach a capacity
of 4300 com, the tract performer 4750 com, the swimmer 4900 com and a person
that is engaged in rowing may increiiSe his capacity to 5450 com. (19, p. 65-66)
Similar results may be achieved through conscientious practice by the singer, the
orator and the actor.
At the top of the trachea is a va lve which consists of two muscles that
stretch from the front to the bock of the larynx. Each muscle has two folds. The
two upper folds are called ventricular bonds, or false vocal cords. The primary
function of these is to ass ist In closing the valve tightly. The lower folds are
commonly known as the vocal cords. In phonation, the false vocal cords relax,
and only the vocal I ips are brought together. The resistance they offer to the
breath causes it to vibrate as it is forced through the valve by the action of the
intercostal muscles plus the abdominals, controlled or steadied by the diaphragm.
ihe objective here is oot a flow of breath, but a maintenance of pressure. The
actual rate of expulsion is faster than that of an oboist and slower than that of a
trumpeter, and the difference lies in the resistance offered by the vibrator in
each case. Guard against the misconception that the breath carries the tone
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throughout an auditorium.

Th:~

actual breath goes only a short way and is

moving slowly, as has been proved by various ; cientific experiments. But as
the air is escaping through the more or less tightly closed glottis, compression
waves at audible frequencies are created which travel through t he atmosphere
at a speed of 1100 feet per

~e con d .

It is the e lasticity of air that determines

this speed, not the flow of breath. That which trave ls is not air, but energy
released from air pressure. {26, p . 24- 25)
Good attack is the most efficient balance between the contraction of
the breathing muscles and the tension in the rruscles of the

v<:~lve.

lll"proper

ba lance causes breathiness on one hand and tightness on the other extremes.
If the breath pressure is applied before the valve is dosed, the attock will be
breathy, and if the valve neve r manages to tighten adequately, the tone will
be breathy. If the valve Is closed first, and then the pressure is applied, the
attack will be explosive, and if the va lve remains tight, the tone will be
strained. llut if the two movements

<:~re

synchronized, the attack Is perfect.

It

will neither be explosive nor Weclk, and the tone will be free or full. (26, p. 25)

In inhalation through the mouth care must be taken to do so silently.
Besides being unpleasant to the listener, it also is an indication that somewhere
the air passage is constricted and hinders the smooth flow of air . Constrictions in
the oral cavity and the pharynx can easily lead to a drying of the mucous
membranes.

Dr. Wi lliam Brady, in a column carried by the las Angeles Times, advises
his readers that as breathing, like blood circulation, digestion, etc. is automatic,
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it is best left to Nature. (17, p. 22) However, one can e<Hily observe that
many habits that appear natural ore not so at all. Take posture far instance.
To many people proper posture will appear uncomfortable because they have let
it become a habit to corry themselves poorly. The same applies to breathing in
many ca:;es. ln breath control two facets must be kept in mind. First, one
must get enough breath with each Inhalation, second, there musl' not be any
waste of breath. The latter is caused when with the lowering of the ribs the
abdomen and the diaphragm IO$EI oil their leverage for steady and controlled
expiration. The rectus abdominis attach in the middle and the obllquus obdominis at the sides to the lower ribs, and these bones should be held firmly In
their e levated position while the heavy muscles of the belly, counterbalanced
by the powerful diaphragm, smoothly maintain air pressure, as the gas gradually
escapes through the glott is. The lowering of the sides of the costal cage should
come at the end, not at the beginning of the phrase. (26, p. 26-27)
It is not the amount of air but its degree of purity that determines how
soon one has to take a breath again. In the excitement of a performance,
especially with stage fright, the lungs burn oxygen foster. To overcome this problem one can build up an oxygen reserve. This is best accomplished by breathing
deeply and rapidly in a short span of tir11e, such as between songs. This enabled
Houdini to make his breath last far an extended time.
Sometimes in the long phrases such as ore encountered in the music of
llach and Handel, the singer uses a device known as ''taking a breath on the
breath." That is, with the unused breath still unoer control a singer adds a little,
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but this action should never be heard.
There Is considerable disagreement concerning the one proper mode of
resp iration. Perhaps fTiedrich S. Brodnltz mokes the most enlightened statement when he says that "there is no prescription for the ideal breathing that fits
everybody. It is the task of the good teacher to find out which form of breathIng gives the best results in on Individual student." (1, p. 40)

Phonation.
The next phase of singing is that of phonation; coupled with it are the
problems of registration and range. The act of phonalion has already been
touched upon, but will bear closer attention in the following paragraph5.
The thyroarytenoid muscles form the valve itself. They are the body of
the vocal lips. Since they extend from the ootch of the thyroid to the arytenoids
ai the bock, merging with the vocal processes, they can completely close the

top of the- trachea if they come together. They are covered with a membrane
that is continuous with the lining of the entire larynx. It is transparent and the
red color of the muscles shows through It, but at the edges where the glatt is
closes, this membrane becomes ligamentous, and has the characteristic glossy
white of any ligament. These white bandol look like cords, and this explains the
name "vocal cords," which 1·eally affords u poor conception of their nature. This
pair of muscles is complex enough to produce different kinds of tone 1 even if there
were other factors involved. (26, P• 32)
When the valve closes against breath pressure, in phonation, we have
complex balance of the tensions of three distinct sets of muscles -cricothyroid,
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cricoarytenoid, and thyroarytenoid - none of which Is simple. The balance
may be either static or dynamic, a rather important distinction. The former
occurs if the muscle or cartilage tightens so rigidly or becomes so braced that
a new adfustment cannot be made without breaking the tone that is being produced. Even though our anatomical knowledge Is nat complete enough, this
condition can still be recognized qu ite easily. The opposite, dynamic balance,
should be the Ideal that one strives for In singing.
If this ideal has not been reached, I.e. one has not learned to control
the tensions of the above mentioned muscles, then It becomes apparent that the
vocal range consists of several different sounding partitions. These are called
registers. Pitch Is a very important factor in registration. One speaks of a low,
medium, and hlgh register. 8ut the real distinction is In the quality of tone,
the res;.olt of difference in production. Several studies have been undertaken to
observe the functioning of the

voo:~l

bonds in the oct of phonation.

With the laryngoscope, the motion of the vocal bonds on low pitches
could be seen fairly well, and was reported to be somewhat like the llp5 of a
trumpet player (vibrate). "The lips hold bock the breath until its pressure
becomes greater than their tension. Then a minute puff of air escapes, reducing
the pressure to the point where the lip tension can stop the flaw of breath again.
This process, which Is cyclical, or pendular, repeats itself hundreds of times a
second as long as the breath pressure can be maintained.
When the vocal lips are phonating at high frequencies, the naked eye
camot see them pla inly. With the aid of the stroboscope, Husson and Tarneaud
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discovered that in falsetto the bands open end close Just as definitely as at
lower frequencies, but the closure is so brief, and the motion oo rapid, that
the eye does not tee it norma ll y . The Be ll Laboratories' pictures confirm
these findings.
Thus we have two extreme v ibrot ions, or two reg isters. One covers
the lower two-thirds of the compass and the other applies to the upper twothirds . The fact is emphasized that there is a range of about one octave, give
or take a few notes, that con be sung either way. If the singer is given to
static adjustment, he will hove a chest voice and a head voice and the overlapping area is small. If the singer is we ll trained, the midd le range of his
vo ice wi ll be produced with a dynamic balonca whereby it will be difficult to
call it either chest or head. (26, p. 33-35) In other words, a good singer will

be able to sing the entire length of his compass and the listener will not be able
to determine where one register ends and the other starts.
The findings of Husson and Tarneoud ore that in the heavy voice, the
chest vo ice, the bands thicke n. They close tightly for about ha lf of tho cycle,
causing considerable air pressure to build up. They fly apart qu ickly allowing
the puff to explode through, and close again quickly. In the lightest voice, the
fa lsetto, the bands thin out till they resemble wedges; the edges ore sharp. They
close comp letely but only for a small fraction of the cycle . Most of the time they
ore apart . Only the thin edge moves very much, and this can take place at high
frequencies, but very little pressure is generated in the pu ffs and so the intensity
is re latively low. The reason one has the sensation that the falsetto is effortless
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is that the laryngeal tension is low 1 and one usually sings it softly. However1
in the upper extremes of the falsetto, maybe treble 0 sung by a boss voice,
the cycle is repeating so many times per second that the amount of time in which
the edges ore together is greater, hence the compression increases, and a loud
clear tone results. The tension in the cords is of coune greater 1 and a great
deal of breath pressure is demanded. (26, p. 36)
Sixteen authors and professional slngen express the belief that the upper
reaches of the singing voice are more difficult to develop than the middle range
and that the higher tones require special treatment. (6, p. 158) However, opinions vary as to the amount of pressure that needs to be exerted. It has been
suggested, since violin players find It easier to get good high notes with reduced

bow pressure, the same may hold true for the singer. M:Jny authorities do not
agree with this analogy. Mo5t, however, support the theory that the best way
to increase the range of a singer is note by note. For this purpose seale like
vocalizat ions seem mo5t suitable in that they also help to blend the registers.
In order to move smoothly from a low too high position, wherever that
may be, it is clear that certain muscles must be developed, probably muscled in
the cricoarytenoid group. If they ore strong, they con hold their shore of the
te nsion In the dynamic balance of the larynx. If they ore weak, the cartilages
must brace

the~~Selves

in some way, creating a static balance in which shifts will

only come when they are forced, and they will be abrupt, perhaps uncontrolled.
Developing this power is an important phase of vocal pedagogy.
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Resonance.
The next factor to be dlaCUIMd Ia that of , _ c e . heparoble from
it II vowel '-tlon; both will be covered In thlt aeotlon. The r-onotou carry

a highly importont duoI function. First, they a,.llfy the IOUftd ond determine
the range 01 In the- of brou and woodwind lnatNmenta. Second, they deterlne tlw timbre by either ......,hallzlng or minimizing certain portloh of the

ovettone aerlel . The relonCitor of the human voice II unique becaUM lh ahape
can be partly altered. Of the org~~na which enclaae the olr column above the
vocal cordi only the

ROM

II a rigid atructure. The ahope of tlw throat, and

more eo, of the mouth, tongue and llpl can be chclnged by muscular action.

The quality of mu~lcaiiOUnd In singing con be considerably altered by conseloul
or unconsciOUI modlflcatlona of tlw r-tora.
The follow lng factora wIll effect reaonance:

I. Size ond ahape of the monatora - Iorge eovltles will
create deeper pltc,_, amoll c:ovltlel reault In higher IIOUndl.

2. Comblnglng of resonatora -Studies have .Mwn, that If
reeonotora ore combined, the reaultlng pitches are different
from thclae orl lnatlng from eoeh resonotor aeparotely.

3. Compo.ltlon of retOfllltor walla - alngen ore well aware of
tlw fact thclt muscular t-ion and awollen membranes In the
reeonatlng c:ovltles eHect tonal quality quite aclveraely.

4. Surface of the reaonotors - In the vocal resouotuiS we hove
variOUI surfac:ea. Moat of them ore flelhy and theNfon
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soft, but the hard palate has a bony structure near
enough to the surface to make a difference, Before
the tone finally emerges It may pass either a soft fleshy
or iflce created by the lips as In the

11

00

11

sound, or a

sharp, hard -edged orifice formed by the teeth as in a
smiled "ee " sound,
At this point we shou ld give some consideration to the various body
cavities that act as resonators, The chest Is nat considered as such, since it
is not really a cavity, at least not an empty one, Also, the lungs would be

much too absorbent to let the sound vibrate frcaely. This is William Vennard's
point of view. Other authors, nevertheless, argue that vibration is felt in the
chest and perhaps might be carried by the bones, Quite likely the chest may

be the least effective of all body cavities. Some teachers and singen claim
that the whole body acts as a resonator. If this is truly the case, It might
assumed that the chest and other noncavernous body parts vibrate sympathetically,
while the true resonators , that will be discussed next, ca1·ry out their duel function, as has been mentioned.
The larynx is usuolly not considered as a resonator, but it seems to have
a place in this discussion. Studies carried o•Jt by Bartolomew of the Peabody
Conservatory have identified the "r lng 11 of the voIce as the presence of a strong
overtone averaging about 2000-2900 cycles for men and about 3200 cycles for
women. Wi ll lam Vennard speculates that this overtone might originate In the
larynx because of some of its characteristics. (26, p. 51)
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AI the sound travels past the vocal bancll, the flrat Important orgon

thot eon •ffect the tone

llty Ia the pharynx. It Is abo the flnt orgon thot

ccn be controlled to Improve the IOUnd . The QOIIMqUIIncG of a tiQht thread hoi
already been referred to earlier.
There are three large nMCies thot f«m the wall of the pharynx, the
upper; middle, and low• QOllltrlc:tor. Their purpcse It to create CUIIICIIl a
passage In the tlvoot as poalble to direct food to the etophogul. These must be

r klMcl to gain a greater resonating chamber In the pharynx.
The oral cavity Is clolely allied with the pt-yruc. It too can be con-

troll d, principally by the movemenb of the tongue, llp1 and
Irregularities In the mouth, such • a cleft palate

Of

faw. Pennonent

unevenly spoced t..th, may

severely effect the 1ouncl not only of song but also of speech. lut ~mine thot
all Is normal, the tongue o

pla)IS an Important part In articulation and hence

must move . Yet It can, and •hould, be trained to retum habitually to thot position . The

law must be kept a-.. Some of lb n~~~cles attoch to the pharynx~ If

the faw II tight, the throat will ten-. comtlfiOI'dlngly. Pursed llpt darken the
wound, while It wIll brighten If It h4ll to pass over the exposed t..th.

The nose can be shut off by sphincter action of the soft palate. A tone

rotOnOtlng In the note

very honky and unple010nt. Thla organ should con-

sequently not be used to a oreal extent 01 a

~t«.

It Is qulr. satlsfoctory If

only a small part of the tone II resonated there. It h4ll been sold that the should be In the tone, not the tone In the-· A good lest for poper - 1
rosanance might be the following. If the nottrlb ClOn be pinched and released
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intermittently without altering the quality of the tone being sung, the voice
is being correctly resonated. (13, p. 136)

The sinus cavities have long been thought to be excellent resonators.
Recent studies have shown them to be of relatively little value in this capacity.
This moy come as a surprise to mony people who feel that in the sinuses lies the
secret to o good head tone. Austin - Ball at the Eastman School of Mlsic,
nevertheless, emphatically claims that the influence of the head cavities on the
quollty of tone is negligible. The Iotter view Is supported by Bartholomew who
admits that the attempt of the singer to feel head resonance frequently Improves
his tone but that it is a psychological rather than a physiological control. (13,
p. 135)

Tone is not entirely a physical thing. Much of it Is the expreS5ion of a
mental concept, and a feeling for expression. There is probably no other Instrument on which the mental image plays so Important a role as In singing. Even
though we moy understand the physiologi<:al processes quite well, we moy not
be able to control them unless our concept of a good tone is correct. To result
in good resonance, the mental concept must first be clear as to pitch and vowel,
which should result In level and form. After that the resonance of a voice is
affected in texture and color by the interpretive or emotional concept of the
singer. It is this mental concept, that would enable one person to portray three
different characters, as in Schubert's "Der Erlenk.;, ig, " or to create different
moods in singing of operatic parts.
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For proper resonance we need the high partials to obtain a good "ring,"
low partials to keep the tone from being shrill. Again we hove to rely on our
concept of o good tone, since we cannot rely on measuring instruments to tell
us whether or not the proper partials ore being utilized. At times the singer has
to modify the vowels in the upper register in order to reduce the physical stroln
of the production to the minimum and to maintain good tone quality. The sound
should be altered at the point where discomfort sets in to avoid the quality of a
shout or a scream.
Perhaps a word or two regarding vowels should be in order. A distinction must be made between English vowels and the pure Italian vowels. Of the
former, namely A, E, I, 0, and U, only one, the E, Is a pure vowel. All others
ore diphthongs -a combination of two pure vowel sounds. The Italian vowels,
eve n though they are represented by the same letters differ in sound from the
English. Their sound may be described as follows: "ah" as in cor, "eh" as In
lady, but without the customary upward inflection to an ee-sound, "ee" as in
sea, "oh" as in rose, but again without the downward inflection to anoo-sound,
and finally "oo" as In moon. In combining the "eh" and the "ee" we get the
English A. Combine the "ah" with an "ee" and the resulting sound Is an English
Y. The "oh" and the "oo" create the English 0, which is quite a bit more
inflected in the British Isles than in the United States. At last, if a short "ee" is
placed before an "oa" we have our U. One consonant, theW, Is In reality also
a diphthong, In that it is formed by placing a short "oo" in front of a short "ah".
Since diphthongs are rather frequent In the Eng Iish language 1 core must be taken
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n handling them In son;. Obviously only one sound can be auno at one time .
Usually the fint pure vowel sound Is the one on which the tone b aUJtalned and
cond pure vowel b addld when the word Ia brought ta complotlon In order
to c:reate the proper lnnedlon. The exception Is the U, where tho order has
to be revened as not to dl$tort the sound. The W Is of no con

m, since it b

usually followed by another vowel aownd on which the tone n10y l*t.
Slnee "rlaus vocal studenb may have to perform son;a In other language~
than their native tongue, a word about aome foreign vowelaounds may be advlil-

cble . h German, for Instance, we there Is not only a short and a long sound
each vowel, aome of which howe no En;lilh equ ivalent, thero ore olsc the so-

called Urnloute. Theae

too do not hove any

like aoundlln English . Through

teaching experience, the writer has found that It Ia beat ta

f

ch th- aound&

by the clemonatrotlon and Imitation method rother than by comparison to similar

sounds . The latter usually does not solve the problem, but ven wlth the former
11111thod results ore nat brought about quickly and

nw~ch

pcttlen

Is required of

the teacher and 6tudent.

The French lan;uca

haa four I'IQSOISOUnds which ore forelfjll to the

native si11Qer. These sounda ore represented In the follow In~ Fr nch words,

10111,

mon, main, c:hacun. Notice, that they all end with m N; the~ being simi-

lar to the English NG - but not quite . A;oln, demc:mtiCitlon end Imitation would
bo the beat mtthod.. M:ly Laird-Brown glva the following odvl
achieve the proper nasal vowo l sound .

an how to
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The nasa l vowels are produced by lowering the soft
palate so that the breath passes simultaneously through
nose and mou th. In singing it is usually sufficient to
direct the thought to an increased breath pressure in the
past nasa l cavities . There never must be a contraction
of any sort. Pupils under supervision of a competent
teacher may practice a lternating the "oral" and the corresponding nasal vowels on one breath, taking great care to
keep the jaw reloxad, and remembering that the vowels must
nat be moved from their forward position In the mouth.
Students who camot nasal ize readily may try the fo llowing
simple exercise: Sound the vowel (a) in Its correct position;
stop the tone , and inha le with the mouth open . The veil of
the palate will be felt to drop. Then repeat the vowel.
(26, P • 81)
From this piece of instruct ion i;· may be readil y seen that the teacher
as we ll as the mental concept are of extreme importance in the field of singing,
particularly when good resonance is des ired .

Articulation.
The last phase of good singing to be discussed is that of articulation. It
is sim ilar to rell)nance, in that both deal with diction. Just as with poor vowel
placement, sa with lazy art iculation the lyrics may easily become distorted. The
organs that most directly deal with the latter are tongue, teeth, lips, and the
palate. In the last section the Influence of the teeth and tongue on vowel sounds
has already been discussed. In this unit these two organs are treated with regard to
their function as consonat formants. It should be kept in mind, however, that nat
all sounds that are grammatically classified as a consonant - vowel combination
are such. For instance, the German word "Ia" is phonetically a dlphthon, "ee"
and "ah " . So is the English w, the qu combines a consonant with a dlphthon,
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while the xis a double consonant. The following is a classification of con sonants according to their formation:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6•

7.
8.
9.
10.

bilibial
dentllibial
(dental -) alveo la r ·· coronal - ~edor.;al)
alveolar -coronal
prepalatal - coronal (predorsal)
palata I - (pre) dorsa I
(ve lar -) postpa latal - postdorsal
velar postdarsal
pastdorsa I - uvu lor
aspirate

- p, b, m
- f, v
-.;, c, t, d, n

- r, I,
- sh, Engl. i
- German ch

- k, 9
- ng
- German r

-h

A special problem to the native singer will be the different formation
of some consonanh in a foreign language. The German z, for instance, does
not occur in English. In teaching these, one might draw the conclusion that
the demonstration - Imitation method would work best, as it does with vowels.
Personal experience has taught the writer that this alone is not sufficient. A
technical explanation should precede the practice by imitation. The German z,
os example, is produced by placing a "t" In front of a sharp "s;• resulting In

"ts." The 11r" In Italian is sharply rolled with the crown of the tongue against
the back of the upper teeth. There are two methods of forming this consonant In
German. One Is done like the Italian, the other, more common, Is formed for
back in the upper throat with a somewhat rattling sound. The latter, postdorsal
-uvular

r~'

11

may have to be demonstrated rather than explained. Radiating

from the cities and traffic centen, it is widespread. But it has become noticeable, that the alveolar- coronal 11r,

11

the Italian 11r,

11

Is gaining ground.

Because of the vast papulation movement since World War II, there has been ao
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sharp territorial demarcation line of usage of these two "r" fonnations.
One should choose the method which comes most easily. IM for health
reasons the frontal "r" should be preferred. (18, p. 200-201) The author would
discourage all singers from using the guttural "r." Another problem for the
student of German is the "ch" sound. Here an explanat lon may be he lpfu I.
This sound ia a semi-aspirate. It lies somewhat between an "h" and a "k". The
students are encouraged to form a "k," but then leave sufficient space to force
the air through a constricted passage betwe:m the arched tongue and the palate.
Thot should bring about the desired sound. However, there are again two placements of this sound. To create the proper sound following the vowels "ah" ond
''oh" the tongue needs to be arched way back against the soft palate, almost
closing off the pharynx. Following an "ee" or "eh" the sound is slightly forther
front, the tongue arching up ogainst the latter part of the hard palate. The "oo"
and "ch" as placed In about the same place, possibly slightly behind the latter.
Some scholars claim that there is a difference between the German "I"
and the English "I". Ol:.servatlons of the writer not found any support of this
claim; therefore, it Is not Included In this report.
In surrvnary, the following may be said. l!oslc principles of good artlculotion in singing result In
1• Easy understanding of tho message.
2. Presentation of a mood for the particular word being sung,
the phrase, and the song as a whole.
3. Enunciation must leave the entire vocal tract free to perform
Its vocal functions. sic:. (9, p. 65)
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It has often been advised to carry end consonants over to the next word,
if the latter starts with a vowel. However care needs to be taken here also to
avoid distortion of the ?riginal meaning. The phrase "lead us not Into te"lltation"
would certainly lose its message by connecting the second and third word. The
phrase "When I'm old" may become ''When I mold." A well known German folksong "Und 1st der .Mae erschienen" is often carelessly sung as "Und lsst der Maier
Schienen." The most amusing distortion the writer has observed in his 5eventh
grade music classes, the students in singing the second verse of the "Marine's
Hymn" - "Here's health to you and to our corps" wIll Inadvertently pronounce
the last word as "corpse." This phra5e becomes le55 amusing if they omit the "th"
from the second word.
Incidents like th015e cited obove do not occur too frequently, but they do
illustrate the need for clear articulation.
In conclusion it should be emphasized, that of the four functions of good
singing not rmy one phase is more important than the other. All must be controlled by the performer in order to classify as an accomplished singer. However, to
rote the distinction, one must also hove a good understanding of the style which
characterizes different musical periods. One must also have sufficient maturity
to interpret a musical number properly so that the roossage may be carried to the
audience. It may be difficult to evaluate which is harder to achieve, but It Is
clear that the road to good vocal musicianship is long and tedious; it cannot be
obtained within a few months or even yaors. Fortunately, one can already gain
much pleasure from singing even though perfection has not yet been achieved.
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THE ART Of SINGING THROUGHOUT THE AGES
Singing II probably the moat noturol form of e~CpN~~Ion. It'- undoubtedly been In existence since mon'l earliest history. However, recordllore very
acont and lnc~lete. Much of our undentondlng ' - been dGrlved by O.ductlon. One might tend to believe thot the method of singing'- alwoya been the
same. Thb, however, II not so. ly studying primitive tribes and orlentol
cultures, we find thot the humon vacal opporotua II uaed In different woya. This
II due portly to onotomlcal peculiarities of the vorloua roeetl and largely, ond
much more so, to the dlfferen- In trolnlng ond toate. Language Is also o

factor

to

be token Into account. The Italian language, with Ita pure vowels and

soft end-con10n0nb, lendll ltlelf very ""ch to an emphoals an tonol beauty1 the

French naaol vocal aoundll favor a noaol tone, which later became o distinct style
of alngln" Min the moaque1 " the German, with hb hard "uttered oonaononts Ia more
at home in a dromotlc singing style, thus, It would be quite natural for Wagner to
write dromotlc opero.
Not only do singing styl• differ between nations ond roees, there Ia also
evidence thot lndlcat.. thot dlffer.t tone qualltl.. were

e~lzed

throughout

the various perlodllln history. During the early christian ero the Gregorian

Chants were sung with a noaol tone, the fourtHnth and fifteenth centuries
favored the falsetto, In the 1eventeenth and el"ht"nth centurl• we find the
castrotl voices In vogue, since about 1850 the dromotlc voice eame Into use, and
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today, in modern jazz, a new type evolved, which, though nat recognized as
artistic, does demonstrate the variability of the voice.

As far back as the fifth and fourth centuries 8. C., studies of the physiological aspects of sound and singing were made by Hippocrates. His descriptions
are but limited. Aristotle, recognizing the fact thot sound can be caused by
striking one object against another reasoned In DE ANIMA: ''The blow given to
the air breathed in by the soul in lungs and throat against whot is called the
windpipe causes the voice. " (10, p. 13) Galen (130 - 200 A.D.) recognized
changes in pitch and volume to be dependent on the width of space between the
voca l cords. These notions persisted until Ferrein (1693- 1769) described the
workings of the voca I cords better.
Of vocal hygiene the ancients had good knowledge. The ingredients of
medications were very much like ours today. As part of their training routine
singers were accustomed to observe regular physical exercise, careful eating
habits, avoidance of vocal strain, and simple living. This, too, Is not unlike
aur modem living guides for singers. tv\edlaeval writers make no mention of this
and up to the Renaissance nothing new was added. Since then only slight modifi cations hove been made.
Singing in Homer's time seems to hove been Improvisatory in nature.
Little is known about their singing technique. From preciYistian times until the
seventeenth century voca llzat Ion was used. BesIdes be lng sung w lth a

1111sa I

qua lity, Gregorian Chants also called for usage of ornaments, such as, the
vibrato, tremolo, and the portamento. Some of these devices were Indicated by
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neumes. (16, p. 682) ., the fourth century Pope Sylvester (314- 336)
founded o School of Song in Rome. This led 200 years later to the Schola
Cantorum which hod a nine year coune of study. Other thon the ornamentation
mentioned above, there is no evidence of singing virtuosity during medieval
times. This florid type of singing would not hove been very compatible with
the straight style of the Gregorian Chants and was certainly not favored by the
Church •
., the early n!nth century, a musician by the name of Ziryab left the
court of Harun-ar-Rashed, the Caliph of Bagdad (known through the tales of
100 1 Nighn), and established himself as Cordoba In Spain. His rr.ethod was set
out in J. B. Trend's "The Music of Spanish History." It is quite similar to
modern methods. (20, P• 868)
The crusades gave rise to interest in secular music. Around 1100, through
the troubadours, expression showed itself as the first integral element of singing.
It gradually advanced to the High Renaissance. Judging by the music thot was

written from Dufay to Palestrina, the songs seem to require good command of
breathing and of the register. But this was the Golden Age of Choral M.osic.
There was little writing for the solo voice, therefore, there was little need for
special training.

About 1600 the Florentine School, centered around Count

Bardi, attempted to recreate the stage tradition of the ancient Greeks with the
lyric drama. The highly perfected polyphony was not suitable and monody was
brought Into use. This led to the aria and the recitative. The aria was usually
in ABA form, the lost section being embellished by the singer. This gradually
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led to the unity of the opera being sacrificed for display, but it also led to
vocal virtuosity. The Golden Age of the Bel Canto had arrived.
There are three sources through which we have gathered knowledge
about thIs age •
I. Caccin i: Nuove MJsiche. It, however, locks detail.
2. Pietro Francesco Tosi: Observations on the Florid Song. It reports
on the principles used.
3. Giovanni Batista Mancini: Practical Reflections on the Figurative
Art of Singing. This is the most complete and authoritative source material.
The Golden Age of Song flourished in Italy during the post-Renaissance.
It did not use newly discovered techniques, but the church has always been
opposed to whimsical virtuosity and did not encourage its development. The
newly founded form of opera now provided an outlet. Even though male singen
predominate, (or are remembered most) 1 there were also outstanding female
vocalists. Their voices were of great limpidity, extremely wide range, amazing
flexibility, and beautiful quality. Beauty of tone was placed above volume. It
required long yean of practice for the prospective singer. The idea of vocalism
was rather instrumental. The vocal score might remind the modern reader of
perhaps a clarinet solo. The sound strived for was described as flutey. To
achieve this, the accent was on vowel purity. "To form a pure vowel is to set
the vocal organs In a favorable adjustment, and this adjustment then awakens a
desirable harmonic response increasing the beauty and purity of the tone quality."
(21, p. 38) If thIs sounds strange to us, it must be remembered that any emphasis
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on the physiological study In the art of singing before 1800 was based on false
and incomplete theories. The successful methods of teaching used were,
perforce, entirely empirical In nature.

(10, p. 18)

Voice culture in Italy was centered around the Singing School in Bologna.
Nico lai Porpora (1686 - 1767) founded the first vocal method. Unfortunately, he
did nat leave any record. It was handed down by Farinelll In particular, his most
successfu l student. Apparently, his pupils worked many years on simple exercises
before being exposed to the public. Mancini sold about Farinelli: "The art of
taking and keeping the breath, so softly and easily that no one could perc:e lve it 1
began and died with him. The qualit ies in which he excelled were the eveness
of his voice, the art of swelling its sound, 'the portomento, the union of the registers, a surprising a gility, a graceful and pathetic style and a shake so admirable
as it is rare • "

(12)

There is no other more complete desc:ript ion of the method

of that day. It has been most far reaching. Compoters such as Mozart, Haydn,
Bell in i, and Donlzetti had contact with this method. Below is a breakdown of
the seventeenth and e ighteenth cent•Jry vocal procedure as used by Caccinl, Tosl,
and Mancini. All exercises were done a capella.

1. Sight singing.
2. Vowel formation.
3. Establish chest and falsetto registers in all voice types.
4. Develop each register as a separate entity.
5. Blend registers by perfect mutat ian •
6. Simultaneous development of the following in order of difficulty:
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n: Solfeggi

b: Legati.
c: Portamento.
d: Easy embellishments.
e: Difficult embellishments.
f: Messa di voce.
g: Agility.
7. Emphasis on pure va;val quality throughout.
It might be well for the rllader to compare the scope of this procedure with those
given later on in this section.
The great emphasis of vocal showmanship resulted in the decline of good
opera . 'When through the e fforts of Gluck and other composers opera was revived
os a dramatic medium, the Bel Canto, in turn, declined.

~the

nineteenth

century two distinct methods appeared. One was based on empiricism; it took
into account the sound of the tone and judged what would make It good. The
other was based on science; it explained the sc ientific action which would make
good tone,
The former method was followed by Lampert!. (1813 - 1893) One of his
pupils remarked: "Basing his teaching upon the study of resp irat ion, the taking
and retention of the breath by means of the abdominal muscles alone, and the
just emission of the voice, he thoroughly grounds his pup ils in the production of
pure tone,"

(12)

If any degree of purity of the Italian method survived, it is

through the Lamperti School.
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lv'l:lnuel Garcia .k. (1805 - 1906) Invented the laryngoscope, which
enabled scientists to observe the vocal apparatus In action. It also led to the
formation of a vocal method based on the idea of tone-placement. Emphasis
was placed on a scientific explanation of all musical functions. The funda mentals of Lampertl's work were completely ignored. The most frequently
mentioned method of that era was that of Marchesi. It followed Garcia's
principles closely.
The scope and dire ction of technical singing skills at that time became,
in port, conditioned by demands of the composer. This, again, partly being
conditioned by the langvage, gave rise to different means of musical expression,
and hence, different schools. In the German School the voice is used explosively with less attempt to sustain the smooth flow of the tone. This fits very
we ll the dmmotlc style of the music drama, which then was written In Germany.
The French School, largely because of their language , placed the tone in the
nasa l chambers with high chest breath control as foundation. Jean de Rezke
must be mentioned here, as the man who developed the ideo of ''singing in the
mosque." The dramatic style was not very popular nor suitable in France where
a light, airy, and delicate feeling prevailed most of their music. Other leading teachers of that time were Marchesi and Lilli Lehmann. Both, as well as
Jean de Rezke, hod been excellent singers, but when their voices gave out,
they all become ''bod" teachers because of improper teaching knowledge.
N lneteonth ce ntury teach lng

procedur~

is based on Lampert i 's and

Garcia's methods. They gradually began to move from a capella to accompanied
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exercises:
1 • llreathing.
2. Resonance.

3. Vowel formatioJn.
4 . Sostenuto.

5. Legato.
6. Portamento.

7. Wessa di voce.
8. Agility.
9 . Subject of r<egisters touched upon lightly ond ww essentially
in agreement with earlier procedures.
The reader may druw his own conclusion.

However, It might be well at this

tirro to list hera also the proce dure used in the late nineteenth and twentieth
century by Shakespeare, Schoen -Rene, a nd other modem voice teachers:
1• Breathing.

2. Relaxation.
3. Agility.

4. Voice placing.
5. Support of the tone •
6. Singing on the breath.

7. Open throat .
Most of the authors this writer has studied seemed to cgree that modern
s ingers ore not as good end capable as those of the past. M:my reasons were given
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for this decline. fll'5t, confusion grew out of nomenclature; for instance,
head tone and falsetto are two terms each denoting supposedly the same thing.
Emphasis was placed on physlcol sensations which makes the student too aware
of his bodily functions. Second, virtuoso teachel'5, who, as earlie~ mentioned,
were outstanding performel'5 but lacked full knowledge of teaching methods.
Third, sc:lentific investigations led to the development of theories which were
based on observation. Too rruch preoccupation with the mere mechanics of
the voi ce production will tend to produce voc:alists and not singel'5 . Some of
these reasons one may not wholeheartedly subscribe to. Certainly some causes
of the decline of the Bel Canto singing lies in the change of social conditions.
Opera hod always been written In Italian. A$ the other nations become more
conscious of themselves, their composel'5 wrote in their nat ive language, which
Invariably will require a different vocal treatment 1 as explained earlier. A$ the
new style of music required force than de licacy in its execution, a much shorter
and more superficial artistic preparation was needed to give something of a
rendering. The possessor of a strong voice, after a few months' instead of a few
yeal'$ 1 work, entered upon the operatic career with powel'$ not half deve loped
or brought under control, and therefore unprepared to support the greater strain
brought to bear upon them. The voice itself necessitated increased forcing to
make the required noise, and speedy deterioration was the frequent result. (15,
P• 005) The reason for the decline of great singing might be found in the following foctOI'$ . During the last sixty yeal'$ two world wide Wal'$ have contributed to
break down the continuity of old musical tradition. The economic tempo cur-
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ta iled the per iod of training . Students today are too anxlovs to be places
without takln!iJ the time to oet there. Too many singers are exposed too early
to public performances. If he perfbrll:$ before c non-t.llsc•lmlnatl~ public, he
may too soon become se lf ootisfled with his status

Cll

a singer and may curtail

further studiEl!:, thinking he hCII rc:ached the zenith of his preFaratlon .
M>st of th...oose authors seem to fee l thclt only the Italian method can be
conf> ldered as the rood to good singing. This Is not necessarily so. True, some
longoJOgc$ lend themse lv.eli better to me sty le of slnolng than others, but that
does not make thclt style superior to others . How over, rore rrMt be taken that
sing<!rs of cny style have ~uff!c:lent Freparotlon so that they may hondle the lr
vo ices In that styb at complete eas~ . Then the sing r shovkl restrict himself
to t at repertoire until he has trained properly to sing other st-;les well. h is
a fall~cy to assume that tho sInger of one nationality or style may not leom to
sing In styi'St of a not her. But It Is equally a fallacy to oswme that when a perform ,jr has mastered one $lyle he eon a utomaticall y ,(ng a ll types of music.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ART SONG
Since song has been In existence long before man began to leave a
record for his posterity, one can only theorize as to its "discovery," If that term

may be used. Several ideas have been presented. Charles V. Stanford claims
that man slowly became aware of musical factors, such as pitch and rhythm.
This he undoubtedly derived from every-day speech. He probably also realized
the effect emotions, such as fear, excitement, contentment had on the sount of
his voice. It may be quite possible that he next made use of his ability to sound
diffe rent pitches for purely non-vocal purposes, that is, for signaling or an expression of triumph or pleasure. Next he may have combined musical sound with
speech. "Finally man had to learn that both the words and music could be made
to express the same emotional Ideas; and, when he had got so for, he had gone
beyond the stage of talking and had invented SONG. " (23, p. 6)
Marion Bauer proposes a simpler theory.

"Prehistoric man made noises,

much as a child does and finding them pleasing or queer, he repeated them until
he was almost hypnotized by the sound of his own voice. l1cidentally, he relayed
them for the entertainment of his fellows. If they liked the sounds they joined him
in singing, and thus a relationship between tones began to develop, bosed on the
ease with which they could be sung." (3, p. 4)
We may never know for sure, but we have a good Idea how music was used.
It played a heavy part in religious wonhlp, It was utilized in other ceremonies,
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such as to set the proper mood for battle; it was used in certain times and
places to convey news. It hod a functional purpose; to set a steady rhythm at
some type of work, as well as soothing infants to sleep. It was probably not
until somewhat later times that song was used strictly for entertainment. But
again we con only speculate for wont of records.
The earl lest recorded solo songs date from the tenth century 1 even
though their style indicates them to hove originated as for back as the seventh
century. These ore written in neumes and again leave much to guesswork. From
the thirteenth century comes o collection of songs known os "Corm ina Burono."
Most of them ore also written in neumes, but some ore on staff notation. These
were ritual songs. Another type doting from the earlier period ore lengthy songs,
such os the "Rolondslied, "which descrlbealsome happenings of the Bottle of
Hastings at 1066, and the "Nibelungenlied " on which Wagner based his operatic
cycle. These do not tell us too much musically, except that music was used in
these days to corry news and noteworthy events from one ploceto another, This may
also be the reason that no music has survived, since it is doubtful that the tune
was always the some. Notation was still very crude. But these songs do give us
o good background of medieval life ,
The I iteroture in the vernacular includes two forms of a primitive type the chanson degeste and the loi, The former consists of a melody repeated, like
o chant, for the successive lines of a poem. It is thus used as a means for recitation rather than for musical expression. The lai was a poem, often quite lengthy.

It consisted of various sections with different rhythmic structure. Thus it hod also
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different contrasting melodies,
In the north of western Europe originated another form, the rondeau.
It is based on a refrain which occurs incomplete in the body of the verse and

complete at the end; in a large number of rondeaux it is also complete at the
beginning of the verse. The nusic of the refrain is also that of the verse. It
is alternated between chorus and soloist, similar to some antiphonal singing of
religious nature.
The reader may notice that at this time there is now a contrast between
religious songs in Latin and secular songs in the vernacular, The latter was given
a boost by the troubadours who at the time were active in the general area of
southern France. The word "troubadour" (or trobador) is clearly derived from
the verb trobar, that is "to find," just as

trouv~re

in northern France comes from

trouver. The ultimate origin of the word may very well be the Latin tropus which
hos the basic meaning "song" or "tune." (15, p. 910)
The performance of troubadour songs, just as folksongs, depended on an
oral tradition. That is why so many different versions of what appears to be the
some song may be found in the anthologies that were complied in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries. Happily for us some of their melodies ore written down,
but without accompaniment, M:my showed an Arabic influence which may hove
been transmitted from Spain or brought back from the crusades.

Trouv~re

songs,

which originated in northern France in the late twelfth century, are much better
represented In manuscript with musical notation than troubadour songs.
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There is considerable variety found in the sangs of those wandering
minstrels. The melodies strongly forecast the modem major and minor modes.
Some of these tunes consist of very simple formulas linked by repetition; othen
show a continuous development, without any reliance on repeats; othen again
repeat the opening section complete with a change of words and then add a
tail-piece, which may be either long or short and may itself even be subdivided.
One of the main features of these songs is their spontaneity whil::h Is lacking In
the strict church songs.
The trouv&res had probably considerable influence in England, but since
the language of poetry was French very few English songs have come down to us
with rruslc.
Along the Rhine in Germany and in some parts of Austria the Minnesinger imitated the language of the troubadours in their own, during the latter
part of the 13th century. As their name implies, their sangs pertain to love,
but they too are story tellers. Wolfrom von Eschenbach wrote the story on which
Wagner based his opera "Parsifal." Both the poetic and musical structure of
their sangs show a close similarity to those of the troubadours and trouv&res.
Some songs, however, are closely related in style to the plainsong; In them one
may find already the roots of the Lutheran chorale.
By the fifteenth century the cultivation of the solo song hod paned on
to a group of guildsmen wh~h called themselves pretentiously "Meistersinger."
Generally their songs are- similar in form to those of the Mimesinger melodies,
The old practice of writing rrusic in nonrnensurol notation had survived. Didactic

or religious verses were common. Their songs, however, did lack the spontaneity of their forerumen. Apparently they were not blessed very abundantly
with inspiration. Possibly more so, they might have been mare concerned with
the observance of certain established guidelines. The latter trait could even be
considered as being typically German; it is well known that the mare formal
music ~bsolute music) was to a great extent developed and carried to its
zenith by such German masters as Bach, Beethoven and Brahms. h everyday
life the writer has had experiences that show the veneration of the German
people for officialdom, bureaucracy, and the strict following of established
rules (i.e. red tape) -The heyday of the N.eistersinger was in the 16th century
- the time of Hans Sachs. This movement declined rapidly in the seventeenth
century - one of the last schools ~lm) was dissolved in 1839. Even though
the songs show considerable rhythmic freedom and moderately florid cadences,
their main contribution probably lies In keeping solo singing alive.
One should remember that in the southern countries, notably Italy, had
developed to a high degree the art of choral sing in;. There and In Spain no
group of secular songs have survived from the time of the troubadours. One can
find, however, a substantial number of sacred songs, but they are of a rather
different kind. The laudi spirituali were associated with lay brotherhood and
were particularly cultivated by processions of flagellants in the late thirteenth
century, as a penance for the havoc wrought by the war in northern Italy. They
were also imitated in northern countries: the German Geisslerlieder of the fourteenth century -the time of the Black Death -are typical examples. (15, p. 913)
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European mu5ic during the middle ages was heavily dominated by the
French and the Dutch. The earliest part song in French are those of Adam de

La Halle. Hb liongs not only seem to follow the forms of the troubadours but
seem to be settings of their songs,
Manuscripts of the early fourteenth century contain a few more French

songs in the stonciord form; but one of them is of special interest because four
choces are found in it. The chace, a relation to the Italian c:accia and Spanish
coca, is a duet for two solo voices. Its principal features ore an extended use of
canon and frequent hocketing; any lively and vivid action might be taken as o
subject, though hunt lng scenes are the moat common in both chose and caccia.
The c:accia commonly employed a third port, probably Instrumental, which moved
freely, without relation to the canon above it, In rather longer notes. (15, P•
914) Two-part writing was quite common throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth
centur&s, Besides Adam de La Halle, Nachout also left numerous works that shoYI
the influence of troubadour trod it ion.
The latter composer wrote lois and chansons balladees (vlrelais), most of
which are for one voice; he also composed rondeaus and ballades in polyphonic
style. His favorite literary and rrusicol form was tlw ballade, which was dictated
by the lyrics. The music is normally characterized by a florid , flowing treble describing delicate arabesques of melody and rhythm over two more stolid voices of
tenor or baritone range, and it treats the sense and rhythm of the words in a
thoroughly cavalier fashion. (15, p. 916)
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The madrigal was probably the most important kind of fourteenth century
Italian song, It is also based on strict poetical form. In style it is an off-shoot of
the florid conductus. It was usually In two or three ports of embellished melodic
patterns. The chief innovation of madrigal composers ia the use of Imitations,
The leader of the Italian "ars nova" was the blind organ 1st Francesco
Landini. His favorite form was the ballata which is less restricted than the madrigal
or COccia form, Particular features ore use of the French ballade style for solo
voice and instruments linking of two balanced sections by musical rhyme, absence
of metric contrast between the sections and an increased feeling for tenallty.
/1/w:Jny of the fourteenth century songs reflect the glamour of the aristocratic
world they were written to enhance . The composers and singers who wrote and
performed these songs were expensive retainers of the magnificent courts. The
lower class, however 1 was not without entertainment, In many smaller communities
popular music was quite common. These tunes may hove been as important in art
song as plainsong was in polyphonic church music • .l/dging by today's standard
one might tend to believe that popular music and folksong ore synonymous. This
is not necessarily so, The former was written then, as it Is now, by

compo~en

spec ifically to please the public consumer; the latter, however, by definition,
depends on oral tradition and is not necessarily created by a trained musician.
Of course, some popular songs, as well as some art songs, have with the passage
of time become known as folk music, Sometimes it Is difficult to distinguish
between the three categories. Often It becomes simply a matter of style, After
the heyday of the troubadours many composers wrote tunes. The Italian lauda, the

Spanish contlga, the German Mlnnegesang and Gelulerleld, theM are the

SC1n1JS of the middle ages. Against this background the sophisticated and complicated polyphonic: art song holds a rather delicate position,

One of the 11101t Important sources for the songs of the loat thirty yean
of the fifteenth century Ia thot 111111terplec:e of mJSic: printing Pehvecl's "Harmon-

leo MJslc:es Odhecaton A" (Venice, 150 I). The new11t styles tend all the time
away from the fifteenth century lc:leol of melody with accompaniment toward the
sixteenth century madrigal. !ut the "Odhecoton," summing up what Ia old,
brings to mind two Important choracterlatlca of the fifteenth c:enturys

(~

songa

were International In their scope, like Amerlcon dance-tunes In Europe today;
(II) popular ~•lc was used as a matter of course by song composen. (15, p.

91ft
The principal voice of fifteenth century songa was UIUOIIy the top volc:e,
the solo port, If required, M_st chansons are apparently "free" compositions;
but when they are not It becomes Important to distinguish the melody that Is
seen and the one that is heard In performance -the latter, of count, being the

more important part.
In Germany, however, there were a group of songs in which the melody

was definitely aulgned to a voice In the baritone - ten« range, not only In
theory but also in effect, Thus was derived the term "Tenor- Lied,"
The greatest contribution of Italy to secular song at this time lay, perhopa,

In making articulate the ,.,.,. Informal singing and playing which was without

doubt the e-nce of her native tradition. Thh Is true above all of the frottola.
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The typic:ol frottolo is a short chordal song with the main melody in the uppermost voice; this voice is often the only one to corry a text, usually followed
with class regard for "accent." It is therefore a genuine type of song-withocc:ompanlment, whether the other ports are played on viola, keyboard or lute,
or even sung. (15, p. 920)
There are two important respects in which the late medieval art song
stands in striking contrast to the same art in later periods. Firstly, It was a much
more important port of a composer's activity. Until the 16th century, music in
general was still either mus ic for the church services or for soc ia l functions.
"Song," roughly speaking, comprised the whole secular side, both voc:ol and
instrumental, for, aport from a few keyboard pieces, the two styles were not
distinguished; and even the keyboard pieces were usually odaptlons from vocal
music. Sec:ondly, medieval songs differ from others In the relat ionship between
the words and the music. In the troubadour period, before the invention of
measured nototlon, words were the only means of establishing the metre of the
music. This metric:ol relationship survived long after it hod ceased in the modal
rhythms of the fourteenth and fifteenth century songs. It is not until the fourteenth century that composers attempt to make the music represent the words:
(~

in the caccia the musical expressions are stylized sounds, of the hunt 1 the

street or market - this is naturalism in sound; (i~ naturalism by picture or symbol,
usually c:olled word-point ing (e.g. quick notes to Illustrate running) is very rare
before the sixteenth century; (IIQ in a few chansons and solo motets of the early
fifteenth centjry there is melodic declamation, the naturalism of speech; (lv) the
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frottola and similar forms contain careful but less passionate declamation, The
"Odhocaton" was the printed counter-part of the innumerable manuscript collect ion~

of the time; broader based and en joying a wider circulation perhaps, but

nevertheless typical of the prevailing taste. (15, p, 920-22)
The tradition created by this style lasted for into the next century.
The next important step is the development and history of song. The
anthologies of Milan, Narvaez and Valderrabano In Spc!in contain samples of
all kinds of music . There are arrangements of movements from well known masses,
or fashionable chansons, fantasies , settings of plain song variations on harrr.onlc
grounds and songs for voice and lute, Some were adoptions of polyphonic originals, but most were strophic solo songs, with a different accompaniment for
each verse of the song. The tradition of these songs might possibly suggest Arable
influence ago In.
The last twenty-five years of the sixteenth century sow great changes In
the musical climate, espec ially In the area of song. The Florentine experiments
in declamatory song took shape. The French explored "muslque meouree" music based on a poet's notion of how a song should be written. Some English
composers were no longer content to mere ly arrange pieces far voice and lutE!
c10d began to compose their own original rrosic for this combination. The Iotter
tradition may be traced !Jack at lesst to the reign of Henry VIII in manuscripts
like B.M. Royal App. 58, with Its arrangements of chansons and songs for voice
and lute, th<! lute taking two parts of the po lyphonic texture, (15, p. 924) Lute
songs have always been composed by professional musicians for profe~sional and
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amateur performers. Thus they could not 1 at least by definition, be classed
as folk mus ic.
Songs for voice and keyboard are found only in a manuscript in the
Fitzwilllam Museum, Ca mbridge, and these oro a mere handful by very minor
composers.
In Italy dramatic declamation developed from a minor and casua l art,
suited for incidental music to a play, to an e poch making ''rec itativa muslck"
of the monodists. The experiments of a clique of Florentine di lettanti (Galilee,
Bardi, PerQ cul minated in the collections of highly stylized songs published
most simultaneously by Mag II and Caccinl in 1602. The characteristic features
of Florentine me lody were a highly infle cted but ametrlco l melodic line scrupulously following the text, its emot ional effect heightened by expressive rubato
and declamatory dyn<~mics; important words thrown Into a high relief by means
of roulades, ornament or arresting harmonization, or by a combination of these.
(15, p . 926) Many of t he leading composers such as Monteverdi have considered
monedy as a means to an end rather than as an end in itself. They preferred to
coordinate it with other traditional methods, rather than to use it exclusively.
The Italian also had its effe ct on the old "Lied" tradition of G ermany.
It was transmitted by Schue tz; a ll t he great song writers of the next generation

were either dire ctly or indirectly his students. Man y of their songs are highly
polyphonic, but others are essentially solo songs. The songs in Schein's book
"Mus ica boscareccia" are typical student songs, straight- forward in me lody and
harmony, square cut in rhythm and popu lar for many years. The song "More
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palotino" was used by both Sweel inck and l!ustehude as a theme for variations,
while Bach used the song "Kraut und Rueben" In the Goldberg variations.

In France, the solo song got Its first taste of Its impending fate that was
to befall It in most European nations. It was completely overshadowed by the
rising popularity of opera. But the use of two terms "velx de ville" and "air de
cour" should be noted. The Iotter shows that the tune is gaining favor over
polyphony; "volx de ville" Qoter vaudeville), with Its suggestion of popular
appeal, Indicated that music Is stepping out of Its narrow bounds of the professional and connoisseur to include the man In the street.
Englilh song deve loped in a rather similar manner as French song. Dowland's and Daniel's lute songs soon began to break down under the pressure of
monedy. Lanier Ferrobosco, Coperorlo and others experimented with it and
turned it into distinctively English "recitative muslck." Because of its nature It
was usually through composed, even though some strophic declamatory songs were
found. Their harmonies were radically simplified from the e laborate schemes of
the lutenists, and chromaticilms were used much more violently, with a more
immediate emotional effect, The boss line tended to be abrupt, discontinuous,
functional, Impersonal and detached from the melodic line. (15, p. 931)
The simple harmony, tunefulness, regular phrases, vigorous rhythm and
swinging pace of the "air" or ''ballad" made It as popular as the declamatory song.
Besides its versatility, It could be a love song, a donee song or on open-olr song,
it hod a marked advantage over the declamatory song because of its tunefulness.
Toke away the words and you still hove a musical composition; a declamatory
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song without text is merely a string of notes.
During the seco nd half of the century song Is more easily reviewed . The
first enterprising publisher Pl'lyford issued his fil'$t songbook in 1652 . This publlc:otion does not reflec:t

th~

grow'ng infl uence c-f opera and stage mus ic. In 1673

the fil'$t sign~ of a c honge in taste became evident in the t itle of his "Choice songs
and ayros ••••• being most of tho newest songs sung at court and at th~ public
theatres . " The music shows a certain briskness and superficiality which was typical
of that generation. The second edition contains the fil'$t published so~" by
Henry Purcell. When PI-:Jyb·d's son took over th · business he took the final step
of lobe ling his publications as "theatre music." The song was dying and the ope ra
air and stage song werEJ taking its place . Arrangements became common nga!n .
"Can she excuse," "Lachrimae pavia" and "The Frog ga ll iord" were derived
from three of the most celebra ted songs of John Dowland and arranged for a
consort, then popular.
Thoe characteristic features of the lost seventeenth centur)' t:'nglish song
are familiar , Sacred son was not very different from secl•lcr son • Declamation
has yielded to a pecu liarly English comprise between recitative and arloso , It
found its greatest perfection in Purcell.
"ft.!; tho "basso continue" began to decline durin the eighteenth century,

the solo song with keyboard accompan iment began to rise, Corl".pcsel'$ were able to
give greater attention to the treble and bass , leaving in sam::~ cases thr:J middle
hormo>~y

pari-s to the performer . Hcwcver, their main interest was in lorger forms ,

such as the opera and the oratorio. The solo song had to b-3 content with the role
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of a stepchilC:: until it gradually em rge more fully at the nd of the century.
In England also the opera had a great 'niluence :m the sang, but not
nearly as all pervading as 'n Italy. But there were other songs that in character
wore de ddedly English, showing influenc; of iolk music. The flow -:.f English
son~

continued throughout the eighteenth century, stimulated by the popul'lr

open-air entertainments as the ploosure garoons. The general style of these
son

were airr.ed at m:atness rather than breadth, but they W:!ve nom of the

pr.tcntlous brilliance of some of the earlr nineteenth century son s .

The clcvdopment of German soniJS in the e ighteenth century was grorlua l
but more progressive . Handel, b~ing rather &itishly influenced wrote nine
German songs . They too are rather exl·encied, more in th form of en oJperatlc
ar·a .
Johann

s~ba;.tian

Bach has wr itten very f"'w art songs, a notable excep-

tion b.Jing "Eisl Du bci Mir" composed for Anna Mtlg alene Bach .
The songs of C. P. E. Bach ore full of pleasantly flowing lyricism, sometimes rather attractively uncertain in its direction , as though looking at the same
!·iloo backwards and Forwards. For the most part 1 however 1 they look toward the

future , vspecially iro their cadences and the general symmetry of rhythm and
simplicity of texture . In scope and mood they vary graatly; many are light and
convivial in mood, but some , especirJ IIy the s3ttin s of re ligious words , are
remarkably serious and expressive . (15, p . 93A)

As the years went by scna became more plentiful . Even though many of
tl- songs wer .~ol gre t intrinsic value , on o:an see the ;"Cclual d velo ment upon
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which later and greater men bu lit the lr styles •
Gluck's setting of seven odes by Klopstock for voice and piano ore ma'e
ambitious. But like Handel, these songs are a reflection of operatic styl"s.
Haydn 's songs ore more Important and contain much beauty . But they

foil to show thll master 's greatness. It appears that Haydn needed the orchestra
to rise to the sublime. His vocal music, differs less markedly from that of his
contemporaries. 1-.At:my of his songs have melodies of on ornate kind, suggestive
of Mozart but withNt his peculiar suppleness and grace, and the piano parh are
liable to double the vocal line in o rather pedestrian manner.
Mozart did very little song writing per se. To him It was obviously something of a sideline. A fair proportion of the songs he wrote are relative ly unimportant; but the best of the other5 ore of great value. He had the gift to portray
t he needs of the words vividly. The setting of metrical words led to on Increased
fle xibility of rhythm. There is another reason that might have discouraged Mozart
from turning more :;olo songs. He was apparently under such pressure by the public

to write not only what they asked for but also how they wanted it. In a letter
to a Baron In Prague he expressed himself in this manner: 'Were I a great man,
I would soy: Mozart, write for me , but only what you want nnd as well as you
can; or you will not bet one Kreuzer from me until you finished , but thereafter I
will buy from you every rr.anuscript and you shall not treat it as a "Frats chelwelb."

~ care less woman) (8, p. 504) It is quite conceivable to this writer that under
the domineering influence of opera there was little demand for solo songs. Notwithstanding the lack of consumer interest 1 the poetry of Goci'h" provided a
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powerfu l st imulus. Mozart, and rrony la ter songw riters set his verses to music ,
V!ith Mozart the piorY.l accompani ment gained a little bit more freedom. In the
designs of M:>zart 's cmd also Haydn 's more impe>rtant songs nl"' con detect a
d::>sire tc enlarge and vary them, thus lay ing a geed foundation for Fron z Schubert.
At this po int o brief backward glance may he lp to clar ify the position of
the solo song at the e nd of th·~ eighteenth century. In the

c>

rl ier yean of the

century the c ompcscr was faced with a d ilemma; he e ither had to emphasize the
te::t at the expense of music , or mus ic at the expense f text. His best solution
was to ta ke mfuge in truth of de clamation and write the best tune he could. But
slow ly progress was mode in the ensu ing years . The song hod acqu ired greater
independence In Its plano accompaniment and w!dened its emotiona l ronge, but
t hor-:- had stil l been no composer who had regarded It as a rea lly

sentlal form of

composition. Handel , with his supreme gift of vocal me lody, was prevented only
by his preoccupat ion with opera and oratorio from becoming

great song writer;

for G luck on the other hand, the stimu lus of the sto t:~e was s necessary that it is
doubtful whether, even if h hod written more s.,ngs, they would have been of
any importance .
Mozart in his best songs has given us a tanta liz ing clear glimpse of what
he cou ld hove oc leved as a song writer, and has shown also his unro ll ing skill In
the use of operatic idioms for non-<:>pe rot lc purposes, It is important to se<e t he
development of the song aga inst that of stage mus ic; the simple ''volkstumllch"
(sic) songs of Hiller, Schu lz and others are the coun terpart of the equa ll y slmpiA
G2rm n

11

ingsple l" with spoken dia log , whi le in those of M>zart oan be found the
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more ornate melodic language of Italian opera, It Is significant that Zeiter,
whose songs were mostly on a small seale, did not compose operas, while
Reichardt Zumsteeg, in their longer and more dramatic songs, were drawing on
their experience as composers for the stage, There is no doubt that at the end of
the eighteenth century the influence of opera helped to increase the range of
the song; on the other hand, when we look forward Into the nineteenth century,
it can be seen at once that the greatest sang writers did not excell as composers
for the stage. The increase of independence In the piano accompaniment is of
great importance, for until it was fully established the separate solo song could
not stand firmly an its own feet, (15, p. 936-37)
It may be surprising to some that most music texts have little to say about
Beethoven as a song writer, His songs held a position in his output similar to
that of Haydn. Both wrote magnificent choral music toward the end of their
lives, but they also approached music originally from an instrumental than a
vocal standpoint, and derived a special stimulus from the construct ion of Instrumental forms, Experiences of the writer have shown that even his choral works
present many difficulties when regarded from the vocal point of view,
After the pioneering efforts of Mozart, the earlier dilemma of harmonizing the role of music and text was finally solved with the creation of a new form,
the art song, In which neither the text nor the music had a separate existence,
A result of this new form was the thorough composed song, The man destined to
herald this new form was Franz Schubert, Throu"gh him the Lied ~ng) developed
into a form which foreshadowed the tone poem and modem music drama, In that
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the music coincides with the mood and action of the lyrics. Schubert, although
not the originator of the ort song,rolaed a musical form from comparative oblcurlty
to a rank among the historic styles. Song forms depend entirely upon their text.
Often they are stophlc, but Schubert more often wried strophic compositions as
they developed In accordance with the emotional development of the poem • .,
this manner the music Is pot on an equal basis with the lyrics.
The letten which Schubert wrote to his friends show a remarkable romantic
spirit of adventure and exploration. This Is also reflected In his harmonic treatment of his works. Chains of remote modulations always attracted him; in some
of his earlier songs his eagern.s to go through as many keys as poMible In a small
space leaves a aense of strain, the final return to the tonic being slightly suggestive ofthe catching of the last troin at the last moment.
His se111e of rhythm Is highly developed, and his resourcefulness In InventIng new accompaniment figures Is endless. The plano Is not often alloted as Iorge
a share of melodic material as In the songs of Schumann and Wolf, but there Is
some delightful Inter-weaving of the vocal and keyboard parts as In "Pause."
., setting words he was often careless In details, fudged by later standards and, like most composen earlier than Schumann, he has no scruples about
repeating words for musical rother than poetical reaso111. But In catching the
generol mood and atmosphere of a poem he was almost always uncannily successful,
and not even Wolf produced so endlessly varied a bady of songs~ He seems equally
at home In the simple lyriclam of "Heldenrosleln" and "Hark, hark, the Lark" and
In the almost Wagnerian solemnity of "Grenzen der Manschhelt," which, again,
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looks forward to later song writen in its handling of a short motif. (15, p. 940)
Another composer of the art song who Is noted for his achievements is
Robert Schumann. Though not solely a writer in this form, ne ither was Schubert,
he has nevertheless created a substantial number of songs with a high degree of
sens itivity. He attaches great importance to the piano accompaniment- somet imes it has greater prominence than the voice - but overall he achieves a good
balance between the two. Particularly attractive are songs where the melody Is
divided between them, as in "Der Nussbaum." He also established a new standard of se nsitiveness in the setting of words, repeating the m only when he felt
that the sense demanded it . Of the song cycles written In 1840, "Dichterllebe"
is undoubtedly the finest. The usual persuasive lyricism is here combined with a
remarkable dramatic intensity, the moods ranging from passion to the cynical
gaiety of "E in .Lngling liebt e in lv\adchen, " and after the bitterness of the last
song the epilogue for the piano comes with overwhelming effect. (15, p. 943)

As Sir lvlalcolm Sargent expresses himself: "In Schumann's emotional world joy
and sorrow are subtly commingled. " (22, p. 249)
Sometimes in his songs there are touches that remind one that Schumann
started composition relative ly late, as a self-taught amateur. In "Du blst wie
e ine Blume," for instance, the climax of the melody comes on a note in the
piano port which is outside the vocal range. Two of his greatest songs, " lch
gralle nlcht" and "Stille Tranen" demand either singers which have control over
an enormous range, or one has to choose the lower of the two venions which,
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however, detracts fram the tonal beauty of the original melody. &It his shortcomings are by far outweighed by the impulsive warmth of the music.
Schumann's greatest achievements came, as can be expected, In the
setting of lyrics in his native tongue. He did, however, experiment In setting
translatiol15 of &.ms to music with some degree of success. His attempts at
Spanish color were a failure. &It, nevertheless, there was probably never a
co~r

of songs who had as wide an Influence outside of his own country as

Schumann had. His prestige carried great weight especially in France and
Russia .
His Influence is also seen In some younger German song writers, notably
Franz and Cornelius. Of the two Robert Franz was the older and more prolific.
Mxlt of his vocal pieces are on a small scale and In simple strophic form. In the
main he continued the Schubert tradition without striking a distinctively new note
on his own. This differentiates him from Brahms. He had neither the dramatic
farce of Schubert nor the burning intensity of Schumann. A certain timidity and
simplicity, a want of elasticity and passion are characteristic of his style. On
the other hand he always shows refinement, a certain admirable retle~nce, and a
striking clarity of musical phrase. He is often reminiscent of Schumann In his
generally Intimate and informal style, and sometimes In more particular traits,
such as his willingness to end a song inconclusive ly on a half-close, If so Inclined.
Cornelius is not quite as economical and concentrated in his methods as
is Franz, but his songs have somewhat wormer feeling and show more vitality.
Quite frequently he provided his own lyrics for his songs, but often he had to tum
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to other

poen' works. In some of his compositions one

con flnd a foreshadow-

ing of the gentle moods of M:>hler.
Brahms may be considered as the most direct descendent of Schubert.
Schumann probably lived too close chronologically to be influenced very much.
But with the conservative persona lity of Brahms it seems quite logical that he
would study the great master of the past. By his tfme Schubert was already a
well established classic. Even though Brahms studied Schubert closely, it shows
another character trait of his in that he was able to maintain his own identity in
his songs . His melodic inventiveness, though of very high quality, did not
reach that spontaneity that Schubert pass3ssed; nor do hls songs reach the Intensity
of Schubert's, but they never kill below his idol's weakest songs. In approach to
the prob lems of song writing the two have much in common; it was strictly musical
rather than literary. Brahms was not overly fostidlous In the setting of the lyrics.

He has never been as scrupulous as either Schumann or Wolf.
Brahms, being less impu lsive and more critical than Schubert, published
far less than he created. His development was steadier than that of Schumam
who wrote his finest songs in early Iife.

In the typical Brahms "Lied," part writing, harmony, and plano rhythms,
although finely foshloned, are always subordinate to the voice and its essential
melodic function. The piano part is often quite difficult; at t imes it looks more
like a sonata than an accompaniment. The writer cannot help but notice a certain
similarity in character of the songs that he grew up with and certain pieces of
&ohms. They seem to reflect tho terseness and stole personality that has often
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been attributed ta the people of the German waterfront. But there moy have
been some Influence of Viennese life. The musical design of his songs are alwo)'S
beaut ifully contrived and very varied. He never lost his affections for the simple
strophic form, but often modified it delightfully as in "Therese, 11 where the last
stanza brings a wonderful change of mood, and ''Wie Melodien, 11 where the
me lody takes a different turn at each repetition. Often he uses on ABA design
and less frequently a rondo for m. The balance of rruslcal Interest between voice
cmd plano Is admirably maintained . Most Important af all Is the beauty of his
me lodic Invention. Sometimes this Is Influenced by German folksong or pseudo folksong, but this has often been exaggerated. When it Is most characterlatlc it
is wider In curve and freer rhythmically than most German folkmuslc; the tunes
of 11Er lnnerung", "Minnelied" and "Wie blst du, melne Konlgln" are notably
attractive Instances of a me lodic gift that has a deep and individual beauty.

(15, p . 9-45)
Mahler's early songs show a love for a naive and simple me lody. In later
songs this Is combine d with greater subtlety and tonal freedom. Often a rather
simple tune may take an unexpecte d me lodic or harmonic tum. In his last songs
one con find a very Individual and strangely moving eloquence.

An essential and constant feature of the songs of Richard Strauss is a richly
full-blooded sentiment. In his later songs they are more subtly used and with more
variety. His songs require great artistic and vocal skill. They possess a tenderne11
and ca ll for a light touch in places where an indlacrimlnate performer might produce

just.the opposite. The accompaniment ranges from tender simplicity to increased
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complexity and independence. But even the former produces always a deep,
rich sound . In the song "Morgen" there Is a delightful Interplay between the
piano and the voice which Is rarely matched by ather composers. Strauss has
had his greatest success in his Iyr lea I songs. The settings of humorous poems are
apt to be facetious and the more rhetorical tend to fall into turgidity, though
there are exceptions.
Strauss is the only composer to date who has excelled both in the field
of opera and in the realm of song. Elizabeth Schumann, who introduced many
of Strauss' songs to America, said: " ••• his twofold achievement is amazing
when we contrast 'Salome ,' 'Eiektra' and the many other gigantic works for stage
or concert platform with his tender lyrical songs ..... " ~s quoted in 6). She
continues : "One striking feature of Strauss' songs Is that they are practically
a ll settings of poems which no other composer has chosen. It looks as though he
hod deliberately avoided any which prev iously had been adopted,, ••• The only
great German lyric poets represented in his songs are Lenau, Ruckert 1 Uhland,
Goethe and Heine, and none of these by any great number .. , • Not one of
lv\oricke's or Elchendorff's lyrics has been set by Strauss. He has obviously been
more attracted by the modem poets Dehmel, Schack, Henckell, Dahn, L!llencron
and others of the time, and it is with their poems that he has unquestionably given
of his best •••• " (6)
Hugo Wolf is one oomposer who almost entirely devoted his energies to
the art song. He was deeply sensitive tc literature which ties him closely to
Schumann. In his later songs he adopted certain features from Wagner which he
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reworked for his medium with great skill. His songs show a wide variety of
moods. It ranges from the powerful dramatic to a gentle serenity that reappeared

in his later religious songs, Despite his love for chromaticism in Its most complex
use, Wolf never lost the ability to handle simple diatonic harmony distinctively.
His approach to song writing wos Intensely original, His procedure was
markedly different from that of Brahms, In that the piano, instead of being main
subordinate to the voice and its melodic purpose, often fills the role of an independent commentator. (22, p . 351) He set a new standard of response to the
text and in the balance of musical interest between the voice and the plano, he
undoubtedly had Influence an later camposen, even though he himself was
decidedly a romantic song writer.
In the first fifty years of the twent leth century no rna jor song composer has

yet emerged. Some of the outstanding musicians were Faure and Debusay In France,
Mahler and Strauss in Germany and Rachmaninoff of Russia, But none of these are
strictly twentieth century composers. By age, as well as by style, they are essentially post-romanticists . Many new devices have been tried to develop the art
song . Some experiments were somewhat successful but no single composer has
changed the history of song irrevocably, though several have enhanced the prestige of the art.
There are certain developments that are noteworthy. During the past one
hundred years music, In genera l, has become more and more complex until it has
reached a point where it was no longer an art in which the amateur can participate
with anything more than consumption. Thus the layman, who before enjoyed to sing
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the songs of Schubert and other contemp::>rory composers has now been reduced
to the role of a mere listener. Whether this be the cause or effect, the serious
song composers demand more and more from their interpreters the advanced
technique few amateurs can claim. In the natural cause of things the tendency
in vocal writing has been oway from the old melodic movement by step and
small leap, in the interest of enlarging expressive resources; on the one hand we
find wide vocal leaps, on the other hand vocal line is reduced to pitched speech
rhythm.
A close relation of this second tendency, and an off-shoot of the old
me lodrama, is the "Sprechgesong" which Schonberg exploited but there are two
serious defects. First, it is not a precise language. The pitch the composer suggests does not seem to matter too much. A gramophone record directed by the
composer himself does not hold to the pitches indicated; they are consistently
lower. Second, without an outstanding virtuoso reciter, who has the ability to
hold an audience spellbound, this medium quickly becomes tedious.
And this is where we stand now. It is more difficult thon it has ever been
before to predict the course the art song will take in the future. As composen of
other forms hove done, the song writer may have to look to the post for inspiration
for a fresh lock in the art song. It Is this writer's belief that we have not yet
reached the end of the road and that there is still much untapped material available to the persistent 1 serious composer.
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ANA LYSIS OF VOCAl SOLOS PERFORME D
Che fiero ~

Giovanni legrenzi

The COmpo$er, Giovanni Legrenzi, lived through the major part of the
seve nteenth century. The operas, which he wrote, show a noteworthy advance
over those of his predecesson in the orchestral support of the vocal parts, and he
treats the recitative and the melodic phrase with greater freedom. In his arietta
the accompaniment is quite independent and in some places its rhythm Is challenging to both the accompanist and the performer. The introduction 1 far instance 1
does not establish the pulsation of the song. It had to be practiced many times
to assure the correct entrance of the soloist. Leading into the second A section,
each verse being in ABA form, the composer complicates it even further by placing heavy chords on weak beats (8th and 11th count of 12/8 meter) • To counteract this the accompanist accented the 7th and lOth count of the left hand melodic
line . This, however, had to be done very subtly, since the composer obviously
did not desire a heavy accent there. In the vocal line also are several places
where the composer calls for accents on the weak beats. Rhythmically this piece
could remind one of 20th ce ntury compositions with their displaced accents, but
in this song the performer has to take great care to treat them rather delicately
in order to express the meaning of the text.

II mio be l foco

Benedetto Marcello

Benedetto Marcello lived in the early part of the e ighteenth century. He
was a student of Gasparini and Lotti . In style his music approached that of the
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class ic period; it is slightly more transparent. The accompaniment of this
recitative and aria is reminiscent of some of Scarlatti's music.
The recitalist had earlier shied away from doing this number because in
several ploces the melody hovered around the upper edge of this singer's range.
After some encouragement form his Instructor the author finally attempted to
sing thil aria. He was surprised to find that the higher notes came quite naturally
and easily. However, he a lways had to guard against creating tension In the
throat. The word "stlnguera" was especially troublesome in this respect. At one
point in the song the melodic line dips dear to the lower extreme of the performer's
range . This posed no prob'-m to the singer, but the accompanist had to take care
not to cover those notes, since no great volume could be produced at that regil-

ter. This number called for many subtle changes In tempo which at times was
confusing to the accompanist. Only through repeated practice could the unity
between performer and accompanist, that Is so Important to a polished performance, be established.
Thus Saith the Lord and
M Who IWJy Abide the Day of His Coming

Georg Friedrich Handel

The recitalist and his accompanists worked on this demanding number for
many months prior to the performance. The accompaniment, not hovlng been
written for the plano, proved to be rather taxing. This recitative and air for bass
are two separate pieces but ore usually, as In the recital, performed together.
Both ore a good tonic for the voice. They require good breath control, since, In
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typical baroque fashion, they contain a number of long florid passoge1 on the
same syllable. One of these passages on the word "desire" for two and one-half
measures provided a formidable challenge to the singer . He found himself
unable to obtain and maintain sufficient air to corry that line to succeasful
conclusion. A breathing break would hove been out of the question , as It
would hove destro)'l!d the phrase. The singer's wife, who had extensive vocal
trolnlng, suggested to start the phrase at a lower dynamic level. Since Handel
did not give any other volume Indication thalia crescendo at the end of the
phrase, this advice appeared practical. After some practice, the difficulty was
ove rcome. In the recitative and similar sections of the arts, where the style 11
declamatory and dramatic, the author hod to break himself of a misconceived
notion of dramatic expressions. His singing resulted in forced tones and overarticulation tended to destroy the melodic flow. After having been corrected,
the writer could now realize the grotesqueness of the former concept. He alwo~

had to be on guard against falling Into that habit. However, articulation ond
dramatic expression are necessary to Interpret the recitative and arlo. With the
gu ldanc:e of the Instructor, It was refined to fit Into the mood ond style of the
song.

In the aria some special problems were encountered that needed special
attention. One eight measure phrase at slow tempo on the words '\vhen He
appeareth" did not allow any place for breathing. The writer experimented with
several places for an additional breath, all of which appeared unsatisfactory.

Dr. Dittmer then divided the phrase Into two, repeating the words ''when He
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c~th,"

th.ls cr otin11 a place

at

which a brooth eon properly be taken.

The w hole efbc:t of that phroae did not OPl*'f to hove bien «<dvenely altered.
O..e other area of concern to the recitalist were several words with on
nee" sound on high notes. O..e such ploce eoulcl be l'ound In tho ceCOi'ld
larghetto section of the arl where the word 8 He • provldod with a fermata,

fndloatlng some degrell of l~co . The performar'l toM wos olwoys very
tfght on that note. O..ly o~r many el!lptrlmenfl and muc:h pradlce could a

cer SOUftCI be

pr~ced.

Mtmorl%otlon of thlt celectlon proved to be not or.
t

ftrat .

fAa

Indicated earl

tl'l,

'/ aa

It might oppear

In the oreo are two Jorptta 14ctlona. Both are

a>nskucted oround these ~o phrosesr •aut who may oblcle thi doy of Hk coming?"
C!l'ld "and who ahollstond when He oppeoreth?" Either plwale Ia repeoted abun-

<bntly, each time with o rhythmic and melodic variation. tt becomu quite tSOSy
to
~ver

ce a plwose out

of one sect ion Into onother. This number w(IUid have to be

luarMd .
Handel hos o rotpUtatlon of writing welll'or the voice. It Ia felt, ofhlr

mu h reheonlna, thot thh II well tubltontloted In these warlcs .

l'l•ntre Tl l.olclo
Thla Ia one of the

r.w art. not connected with opere that MacG't conljlllttd.

Thlt werk waa aelected bec:cluNa
l . It ehould belong to evwy &orltone voeollst\ reperto&.~
2. one leoma, on afnalng It, thot Mozert writ• vtrywell for

baritone alngers
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3, the progra m was heavily loadad 'Yith German songs a nd
more diversion wos needed.
Of all the numbers that the author learned either for the recital or for
its pre paration, this was unquestionably the most difficult, It required many
spot practices to assure accurate rhythme of the vocal line as well of the ac:c:ompanlment. Again the lyrics presented a problem, even though their meaning
c:ould be well enough determined through "intelligent guessing, " a practice now
highly recommended in the study of foreign languages. The aria is very emot ional, but it is classic:al emotion, not romantic:. The performer ~ruSt strive to
retain a classic: style of singing, rather than becoming too sentimental. The
entire song is on expression of pain at the departure of a loved one. It begins
with a slaw melody which requires we ll sustained support. At the words "provo
ne l mio dolore" the melody becomes slightly more lively. "Ti c:hiedo un sol
momenta " is marked allegro, changing sadness to more passionate

ou~bullts.

Here the writer had to guard himself against his sa If-styled dramatic: singing,
Toward the end the tempo gradually increases to a frenzied climax. Mozart is
looking toward the future, but the performer c:aMot yet place the song in the
romantic: period, This selection requires much artistic: skill and finesse In
interpretatIon.
Wohln?

Franz Schubert
During his youth the author was raised in an environment in which he was

frequently exposed to performances of art songs, Songs of Schubert, Franz, and
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especially Strauss formed a steady port of his home's musical menu, Thus he
was very fortunate in being familiar with many of the songs which he and his
instructor selected for the recital. This Schubert number has a fond place in
the memory of this writer, and he has greatly welcomed the opportunity to learn
this work under the supervision of an experienced instructor.
The song Wohin? speaks of a wandering apprentice who Is drawn to a
brook by the rushing of ill current. As If under a spell, he follows that brook
along until he begins to question the course he has taken. He asks himself what
has kept him so spellbound, and In typical romantic fashion he attributes it nat
to the rushing of the brook, but to the singing of water sprites, But in o carefree
manner, he decides to follow the streamlet, for he reasons that there is a mill at
every brook, where he might find his destination.
The accomponlment is throughout the song is in fast triplet figures to
imitate skillfully the rushing of the water, The melody above it flows along in
a gentle manner. The performer constantly had to remind himself to let the
melody flow and not to disrupt it with Improper articulation. The tone had to be
light at all times, even If the mood changed to the mysterious.

Franz Schubert
This song, based on a poem by Heinrich Heine, is from the song cycle
Schwanengesang, The moods of the songs in this cycle express longing and love
as in Standchen, a foreboding of impending doom (Krieger 's Ahnung) and extreme
sadness, as does this selection, The poem, written In the first person, tells of the

performer, lost in melancholy thoughts, gazing at the picture of his love he

hos lost. Her portrait appean to come to life. Her lips are drawn into a bittersweet smile and her eyes glisten as If filled with tears of deep sorrow. Tears
flow down his cheek; he cannot yet believe his loss.
The moad is heavier and deeper than In Mentre Tl Lasclo. There is no
agitation or pauianate outburst. The accompaniment Is kept very simple throughout beautifully supporting the slowly moving melody. The sang makes subtle
shifts from minor to major modes. The performer must be careful not to overrespond at the changes. Just as in the Funeral Mclrch by Beethoven (Plano
Sonata No. 12, Op. 26, 3rd Mvt.) the ending In a major key does not Indicate
a reconciliation and should not be conceived as such. (5, p. 231) Again restraint must be used, not only to stay within Schubert's style but also to maintain
gaod taste.

Der Wegweiser

Franz Schubert

This song speaks of a wanderer who avoids much travelled roads, who
seeks out hidden paths and craggy mountain heights. But he

question~

hil foolish

desires that drive him Into deserted places. He says: "I have not committed anything that should make me shun people I" Mclny road

sign~

point the way to cities,

but he journeys past, restleu, seeking rest. He sees one sign post before him,
immovable from his sight. One road he must travel, from which no one has yet
returned.
Again one is amazed at how effectively Schubert uses simplicity In both
accompaniment and vocal to set the proper mood. The questioning middle

section, using the same melody as in the first and third section, is set in the
major mode. The last section uses the rhythm of the melody, repeating the
same note which rises a minor third on each stanza until it reaches a climax on
the phrase "die noch Kelner ging zuruck." The last verse is once more repeated;
so is the climatic phrase at the end, drawing attention to the hopelessness of his
wandering •.
Once more the author had to guard himself against destroying the flow
of the melody by over-articulation, This was especially Important where the
me lodic line would hover on a repeated note. The song requires a wellsupported tone. Much practice time was spent in obtaining the desired effect.
The re citalist was at first not overly enthused about this number, but once
learned he enfoyed to perform It .

Richard Strauss
This number has long been a favorite of the writer. It too has been perfarmed In his home many times. In the Introduction the piano sings out a beaut!ful melody . After the solo voice has entered gently., the same melody is
delicately interwoven with that of the voice, like two personages in a moment
of bliss. Bernard Taylor described this selection as fallows:
Margen (Tomorrow), Is one of the most satisfy lng songs from
both the singer's and the audience's standpoint, by Richard
Strauss, or any other composer . The nostalgic poignancy of
the music, the poetic beauty of the words, create a mood and
stir the imagination, which makes it a masterpiece of song
writing.
From the very first note of the long Introduction, the picture of tomorrow's early dawn Is set before you. As you listen
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Intently to the simple and beautiful melody, your
thoughh are filled with keen anticipation of the stillness which Immediately precedes the rising of the sun,
At the height of the crescendo of the soorlng melody,
it Is as if you must Join your voice to that of the music
and give expr-lon to )IOU' hopes of at last finding the
one for whom you have been seeking. As you Join together
In a heavenly union, the melody surges onward and both of
you ore lost in a ecstacy of dream5, and you walk together
along the slow and unending pathway of life, Without a
spoken word, it ia enough that you gaze deeply into each
other's eyes, with perfect undentondlng of the ye~unlng
hope, thot this fateful union will last forever. (26,
foreword)
Having hod experience as both accompanist and soloist, the author must
odmlt greater demands ore made on the latter, The song requires a light, unrestricted voice, The melody must soar; nowhere does the dynamic level reach a
forte, The climax must be achieved through expr-lon only. Exce llent rapport
In mood and interpretation must exist between soloist and accompanist, Only
then will this song become a truly aesthetic experience.

Alienee len

Richard Strauss

When selecting literature to be considered for the recital, the author at
first by-passed this song because of some apparent difficulties. However, with
encouragement from his Instructor, he attempted to work on lt. To minimize
the expected difficulties the song was

transpo~ed

down a holf atep. At the

climax the word ''wleder" was changed to "nochmals" ta assure better resonance.
MJch to the writer's surprise, he did not experience the anticipated problems.

In fact, the entire number was memorized after two rehearsals with his aceompanlst. It hos since become the favorite song In the recitalist's repertoire,
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The lyrics tell of a widower reminiscing on All Soul's Day the tender
relationship with his wife. Once more he yearns to hold her "as once In May."
There is a certain similarity in content between this number and Schubert's
lhr Blld. But here the melody Is more flowing and Strauss allows for more
passionate longing. The latter Is, however, kept well under control. The
melodic line requires many delicate dynamic shadings, such as a crescendo
followed immediately by a pianissimo within a phrase. All three venes are
through composed, the last one building up to a beautiful climax. The accompan iment, In typical Straussian fashion, Is complex, going through many
chromatic modulations within a short time, blending with the melody Into an
expression of tender nostalgia.
Vergebliches Standchen.

.bhonnes Brahms

.bhannes Brahms has often been accused of plagiarism, Since the composer was deeply involved in the Wagner controveny, even though Involuntarily,
the accusation may appear somewhat far -fetched. But when this song is examined
the claim may hove some validity. The lyrics are accredited to a collection of
folk songs by Zuceamagllo. The melody is In definite folk song style.

Whether

It was composed by Brahms or whether It was also taken from the collection the
author has been unable to determine. But even If we assume that the latter be
the case, the composer has reworked it well enough to lift It Into the ranks of an
art song. This is not the only xample. There is the song h stiller Nacht 1 which
would probably be completely unknown, were it not for Brahm's arrangement. He
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has also used folk songs as themes for variations, So have other composers not
only used folk songs, but even themes fram the works of their predecesson. The
practice seems to be accepted. For the claim of plagiarism to be valid, the
musician who has borrowed the tune would hove to pass it off as his own. This
Brahms has never done. The source of the work Is always clearly Identified. Thus
the accusations have to be considered as being invalid. fv'oost present day musicologists would agree.
The song requires the characterization of the suitor ond the malden who
re jects him. After the first rebuff, the young man tries to woo her by appealing
to her sense of pity. But all Is in vain. She light-heartedly bids him "goodnight, my child" and turns him away.

It called for many hours of practice and experimentation to obtain the
des ired vocal quality for the characterization. Often, the writer had felt he had
attained the proper character, only to find that, In doing so, he had last the
proper tone quality. Much credit for the success of this selection has to go to
the instructor for his patience and persistence.
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ANALVSIS OF TRIO MUS IC PERFORMED

A Ceremony of Carols

Benjamin Britten

After the author hod arranged for a ladles ' trio to take part on his recital
by performing his two compositions, which will be discussed later, the problem
arose as to what other music to select for that group . It was fe lt to be desirable
that music be chosen which had originally been written for a women's trio.
Most music the writer hod availoble were arrangements, while some other songs were
not suitable for a master's recital . The author and his advisor fina lly agreed on
some selections from the Ceremony of Carols by Benjamin Britten . After a careful
study of the whole work, considering range of the various voices and lyrics,
especially in view of their seasonal nature, he decided upon the following
numbers: 1. There is No Rose , 2 . As Dew In Aprllle, 3. This Little Babe,
4 . Deo Grazias. As time became a more pressing problem, the second selection
was de leted from the program .
Eventhough a ll of the participanh in the trio had a good musica l background, the harmonic treatment of the songs provided quite a challenge to them.
Very few of them had been exposed to music of a modem nature. All but two of
the ladies were completely unfamiliar with these compositions. Nevertheless,
they read their parts well; but, still, much Individual practice was required,
espec ially after the accompaniment was added , to gain security within each
voice. Because of the late rehearsal time, (9:00p.m.) the practices were often
rather tedious, but steady progress was made.
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The lyrics provided another problem to be overcome. Often they were
a mixture of modern and old English as well as Latin. Two of the trio's memben
hod sung the composition in high school and were accustomed to a different pronunc iation than this author was using . After some deliberation, it was decided
to use modern Engl ish pronunciation, except on words far which a pronunciation
guide had been provided.
The lad ies mu3t be complimented for their diligence and perseverance
in preparing these numbers and adding to the recital.

Stars and Moon Compasses

Jurgen Sass

The question of what kind of original work to prepare for the recital has
long been on the author's mind before it was finally tackled. M:my Ideas
occurred and were discarded. The 67th Psalm was put into a choral setting, but
was found to be too difficult and impractical. The author had never done well
in writing for solo voice, and this was hardly the time to attempt it. An idea
of writing for a treble trio gradually firmed up. Next, suitable words had to be
se lected . The author had many e xcellent German lyrics available, but felt that
it would be more desirable to use English poems. He briefly considered Walt
Whitman, but did not feel too well at home in that style. Emily Dickinson
provided no inspiration. One afternoon, while browsing through the works of
Robert Frost, he came across two poems, titled Stars and lv'oon Compaues . These
appealed to him, and he immediately begun to work on them.
The composer employed two unifying techniques for both settings . In the
harmonic treatment each voice was set in a different mode. The composer had
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experimented with this method for some time, expecting it to be more effective
in polyphonic arrangements, However, when he was given the opportunity to
have such a piece performed in a seminar in music theory he wos proven wrong.
Consequently the two songs were written in a homophonic style. Subsequent
rehearsals showed that the method worked quite well In that manner,
Rhythmically the composer tried to avoid a regular strong accent after
each bar line, To do so, he followed a regular pattem of alternating groups consisting of even and uneven units. A unit might be either a quarter or an eighth
note or any other note value. Once a certain pattern was decided upon, such
as two quarter notes against three, considerable rhythmic freedom was possible.
Any note value or rest might be used within that pattem; this was determined by
the basic accents of the text, they should fall at the beginning of o group
pattern ,
The

poem~ expressed

a more restless and colder feeling, Conse-

quently the composer chose a two/three pattern w lth eighth notes forming the
basic unit, However 1 he did not hesitate to change the latter to quarter notes
if it deemed necessary. There were also some places where he departed from
the pattern entirely, if only momentarily.
For the melodic line the composer decided upon the Iydian mode, the
supporting voices were written In dorian and eaolian modes, The parts were
arranged to form consonant sounds, even though dissonances were not shied away
from, This song contained quite a number of them. The motion wos generally
paralle l, mostly in consonant chords,
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The mood in Noon Compasses Is an expression of sublime solitude
experienced by the poet after a storm. He compared this silent ecstacy to that
of gentle love. To capture that feeling, the composer choee a three/two pattern
again, the basic unit being quarter nates throughout. The melody was set In the
clarion mode, the other parts in the aeolian and phryglan mode . The song
employed mostly oblique, diverging and converging motion. Dissonances were
not as frequent ond less harsh.

It was rather Interesting to observe the reactions of the tria members
when the songs were Introduced to them. To most of them It was the first time
they hod been exposed to any music in other than traditional commercial style.
They generally responded with a passive reserve. When the rehearsal of Individual parts was commenced, It was found that each melodic line was quite easy to
learn. The main difficulties arase when the parts were sung together, since they
now had to get used to hearing unusual harmonic comblnotlons. Since one part
may be in four flats and another in only one or two, cross relations reaulted
frequently. Wuch time was spent in developing a feeling for these harmonic
relationshiP'• Once this hod been ochleved ond the group was able to work on
expression and fluency of performance, their passive reserve changed to an outright display of enjoyment. The frequent changes of meter within the songs
presented no apparent difficulties, even though there was a tendency In two
places to prolong a chord beyond Its value. With proper attention to the director
this was soon overcome.
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The plano accompaniment was strictly Independent. Here, however,
the composer felt he had tried to do too much. The piano port had a tendency
to clutter up the total effect. It was found nece110ry to modify It to provide a
gentler background, rather than to add complications to the already complex
vocal ports •
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CONCWSION
When reviewing the events leading up to the recital, the author became
aware that there were many factors that directly and indirectly contributed to
his inte llectual and aesthetic growth. It Is almost impossible to separate the
cou rse of study from the actual preparation of the recital. There wos much
information that the writer received in such courses as the various music seminars,
twentie th century music, and education classes which helped him to understand
the reasons for certain styles of some of the songs he performed. Even though a
year elapsed during which the author received no direct training, due to sabbatical
leave of his instructor 1 much thought was given to the recital. The author tried
many songs with his accompanist to build as large a repertoire as possible from
which final selections might be made.
Much research was made and serious thought was given to find suitable
material for original work that might find its proper place on the recital. Here
the aesthetic training the writer had received proved to be especially valuable.
All original compositions were completed prior to commencing final preparations
so that all efforts could be concentrated on the recital.
The writer feels that he has gained valuable experience in working with
matured and trained adult voices. In his daily occupation the recitalist has always
worked with young adolescent singers. By necessity the tedious learning of parts
has a lways taken a large share of the practice time. Also the voices are far less
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deve loped and the demands on their singing technique has to be adfusted
accordingly. These drawbacks are

~tly

minimized and thus more awlftly

overcome with adult voices. Note rehearsal time could be devoted to the
finer points of a polished performance. This has given the author much needed
variety In experience.
The writer feels that the recital has been but one more step on the lo"8
road of profe~~lonal growth; it waa by no means an end in Itself. k-1 the teachIng profenlon, and even more so In the arts, one cannot remain static. The
ever-changing artistic climate demands that one keep in step with the mood of
the times. Yet one alsommust have the stability to wltlwtand trivial, momentary fads. The training the recitalist has received In the post few yean has
provided him with the background to apply stability or flexibility when needed.
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